Information you should know for scheduling a private lesson!
USA Gymnastics Academy offers private lessons for: recreational gymnasts, cheerleaders, tumblers, and talent
competitors (You do not have to be an enrolled student). Private lessons can be for anyone whose skill level
ranges from beginner to advanced gymnastics, cheer, or tumbling. Adults can schedule private lessons too!

Private lessons are to be paid for on the day and time of the lesson. The student is responsible to give their
instructor the payment before the lesson begins. You can pre-pay for a bulk of privates at one time.
Semi-privates (private lessons with a partner) are permitted. During semi-privates, the total cost of a private
lesson is discounted and split between the students. If one partner does not attend a private session, the other
student is responsible to pay for the regular cost of the private lesson. It is not the responsibility of the
instructor to find a partner nor a replacement partner.
Private instruction is our way to enhance skill effectiveness for our students through a one on one learning
environment.
Privates do not replace absence from scheduled practice times.

Studio
Cell

326-9895
972-3909

Michel R. Scott
Owner/Instructor
Fees $32 ½ hr

What is the cancellation policy?
Instructor’s will attempt to provide a 24-hour cancellation notice. However, in order to service our valuable
program and students, a private session may be cancelled at last minute, if the instructor is required to teach a
class due to an instructor absence or an emergency. (This rarely occurs.) The instructors will make every effort
to contact you immediately foreseeing the cancellation of a private session. Therefore, please check your voice
messages regularly and be sure your private instructor has all of your contact phone numbers. We ask that
private instruction students to please be accommodating and understanding of cancellations. If you need to
cancel a private session, we ask you provide a cancellation notice by 9 a.m. Monday through Friday AND by 5
p.m. on Fridays for Saturday Privates. If you do not provide by this cancellation notice, you will need to pay for
that private at your next private lesson. There are NO EXCEPTIONS TO THIS RULE.

